CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

Bureau Veritas uses CashOnTime Allocation to automatically
reconcile its 20,000 monthly bank transfers

“ We are now able to respond to requests faster and we can search
by more criteria. ”
FOCUS

Evelyne Rieu, Customer and Cash-Flow Accounting Manager

Company: Bureau Veritas
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Evelyne Rieu explains that the user-friendly aspect of the

Evelyne Rieu confirms that CashOnTime Allocation
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Evelyne Rieu.
According to Ms Rieu, the benefits are clear:
‘CashOnTime Allocation really gave momentum to my
team.’
The time saved and the reliability of the reconciliation
performed have improved the productivity of the team.
‘We have gained 0.8 full-time equivalents (FTE), which
has allowed us to re-organise customer accounting and
to work on quality.’

Find out more at www.cashontime.com

